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Abstract- Medical diligences are a main of developing huge amount of data by itself and form a Big Data Lung
Cancer is a disease in which cells in the body grow out of control. When cancer starts in the lungs, it is called
lung cancer. From this the prediction of lung cancer is so important to save the patient life. Lung cancer data
base stores important as well as raw data into database. For predict the important data from database use
different Machine Learning techniques to classify the data. This paper classified about various Machine
Learning techniques to predict the lung cancer by using dataset. The accuracy, Precision, Recall and F-Measure
are calculated for Support Vector Machine, Navi Bayes, K nearest neighbour, Logistic Regression techniques.
The result shows the Support Vector Machine algorithm give the best accuracy of 82.25%. Ensemble method of
techniques also used to improve accuracy of lung cancer.
Keywords– Lung Cancer, Big data, Machine Learning, Support Vector Machine, K Nearest Neighbour, Navi
Bayes, Logistic Regression.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Lung cancer is one of the major diseases in the health industry that causes several deaths with a series of
diseases affecting the circulatory system, non-small cell lung cancer, small cell lung cancer, lung carcinoid tumours,
lung failure. In the health industry, lung cancer is one of the main diseases that cause several deaths with a series of
diseases involving the circulatory system, non-small cell lung cancer. Lung cancer is carcinogenic cancer that occurs
in the lung tissue, usually in air passages line cells. It is both men and women's leading cause of cancer death. Two
primary forms exist: small-cell cancer of the lungs and non-small cell cancer of the lungs. Both are different and
handled differently. The most mutual system of non-small cell lung cancer.
Lung disease is an unrestrained cell growth in lung tissue, characterised by a malignant lung tumour. Via
metastasis, this growth may spread to surrounding tissue or other parts of the body outside the lung. The majority of
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cancers known as primary lung cancers that begin in the lung are carcinoma. The two major forms are carcinomas in
the lung (SCLC) and lung carcinomas in non-small cells (NSCLC). Coughing, weight loss, shortness of breath and
chest pains are the maximum common indications, including coughing of the blood. Long-term cigarette smoking is
responsible for the vast majority (90%) of lung cancer. In persons who have not ever smoked around 10–15 percent
of cases occur. These cases are mostly produced by a grouping of radon gas, asbestos, second-hand smoke and other
types of air pollution and genetic factors. Chest x-rays and computed tomography (CT) scans can be used for lung
cancer. The diagnosis is confirmed by a biopsy normally done with bronchoscopy or CT.
The main form of prevention is to avoid risk factors, such as smoking and air pollution. The type of cancer,
stage (degree of propagation), and overall health of the human being depend on treatment and the long-term
outcomes. Most of the cases cannot be healed. Operation, chemotherapy and radiation therapy are standard
therapies. NSCLC is mostly treated with operation although SCLC uses chemotherapy and radiation therapy to
respond better. Table 1 indicates the factors affecting lung cancer and the death rate.

Causes
Cigarette smoking
Radon gases
Passive smoking

Table 1. Factors Causing Lung Cancer and Mortality Rate
Mortality in%
Figure
90%
70000
(USA)
12%
21000
2.4 %
-------

Worldwide, 1.8 million people were diagnosed with lung cancer in 2012 and 1,6 million people died. This makes the
cancer-related death of men the most common cause and the second most common cause of death in women after
breast cancer. 70 years is the most commonly diagnosed age. In the USA, the survival rate for the next five years is
19.4%, in Japan 41.4%. In the developed world, on average, the outcomes are worse.
II.
RELATED WORK
Shanti and raj Kumar [2] used wrapper feature selection method as well as stochastic diffusion research
algorithm on lung cancer image and concluded that this is one of the best performing algorithms for classification.
They proposed to use the modified stochastic diffusion (SDS) algorithm, a novel feature selection algorithm based
on the wrapper. In order to define optimum subsets of features the SDS benefits from direct contact by agents. For
the classification, the neural network, Naïve Bayes and decision-tab were used. The experiment 's findings show that
the proposed approach is capable of achieving better efficiency than previous approaches, such as maximum
relevance for minimal redundancy and correlation-based selection.
Monkam et al. [3] conducted a survey with almost 90 percent accuracy on the importance of Convolutional
Neural Network in prediction of lung module. Present an exhaustive study and results of these approaches. Second,
we present the basic information and the explanations why CNN is ideal for analysing medical pictures. A brief
overview of the different medical image datasets and environmental configurations that make lung nodule study
with CNNs easier is then provided. In addition, detailed overviews are given on recent progress in the study of
pulmonary nodules using CNNs. Finally, current problems and promising directions are addressed in particular for
the further development of the application of CNN to the study of medical images and the pulmonary nodule
evaluation. The early diagnosis and management of lung cancer is shown to be greatly transformed by CNNs. They
trust that this evaluation will deliver all the medical research societies with the necessary knowledge to master the
concept of CNN so as to utilize it for improving the overall human healthcare system.
Hussein et al. [4] proposed supervised learning using 3D Convolutional neural network (3D CNN) on lung
nodules data set as well as unsupervised learning SVM approach to classify benign and malignant data with a
accuracy of 91%.
Ganggayah et al. [5] used various classifiers on breast cancer data having 8066 record with 23 predictor
and concluded that random forest classifier gives 82% better accuracy.
Gibbons et al. [6] used supervised learning such as linear regression model, support vector machine, ANN
etc. and predicted that SVM results a better accuracy of 96% as compared to other methods.
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Shakeel et al. [7] used feature selection process and a novel hybrid approach of ANN on lung cancer data
available from ELVIRA biomedical data to predict an accuracy of 99.6%.
Dr. M. Kasthuri [8] various forms of noise applied to a image of various pixel block size to enhance the
quality of image. The quantitative performance of Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR), Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), Universal Image Quality Index (UIQI), and Enhanced Measure of Enhancement (EME) are used as the
evaluation index. The results obtained were evaluated.
Dr. M.Kasthuri [9] various forms of noise applied to various pixel block size of image perform the denoising testing do to enhance the quality of the image. The performance measure Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and
Pearson correlation are used as the evaluate work. The results were investigated with benchmark cameraman image.
III.
DATASET DESCRIPTION
Dataset was available in UCI machine learning repository. Data consists of 32 instances and it has 57 features (1
class attribute and 56 input data), all predictive attributes are nominal range between 0–3 while class attribute level
of 3 types [1]. Nominal attribute and class label data are converted in to binary form such that data analysis process
becomes easier. Nominal to binary form is the most standardization process for data analysis. Data set comprises of
some missing values which degrades the algorithm performances so care full execution before analysis on data is
required. Label is described as high, low, medium. In the paper we categorized high to 2, medium to 1 and low to 0.
IV.
CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES
Classification comes under supervised learning process in order to predict given input data to a certain class
label. The novelty in classification relies on mapping input function to a certain output level. Various learning
classifiers are described as Perceptron, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, K nearest neighbour,
Artificial Network, Support Vector Machine. Classification in machine learning is one of prior decision-making
techniques used for data analysis. Various classifier techniques are too used to classify data samples. The concept of
our paper focuses on novel approach of Machine Learning for analysis of lung cancer data set to achieve a good
accuracy. Some of the mostly used classifier techniques are described as.
A) Support Vector Machine (SVM)
One of the simple and useful approaches in supervised learning is support vector classification. Support
vector Machine is usually preferred for data analysis because of its computational capability with in very less time
frame. This classifier works on the decision boundary concept Recognized as hyper plane. The hyper plane is used
to classify the input data in to required target group. But in order to fit the decision boundary in a plane maximize
distance margin is chosen from data points for classification. User defined support vector classifier can be framed
using various kernel function to improve the accuracy. Support vector classifier is well suited for both structured and
unstructured data. Support vector classifier is not affected with over fitting problem and makes it more reliable
shown in Fig 1.

Fig 1. SVM Classifier
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B) Logistic Regression Classifier
Logistic Regression classifier is brought from statistics. These classifiers are based on the probability of
outcome from the input process data. Binary logistic regression is generally preferred in machine learning technique
for dealing with binary input variables shown in Fig 2. To categorize the class in to specific category sigmoid
function is utilized. Advantages of Logistic Regression classifier.
• Logistic regression classifier is very flexible to implement
• Suitable for binary classification
• Depend on probabilistic model
Just like Linear regression assumes that the data follows a linear function, Logistic regression models the data
using the sigmoid function.

( )

Fig 2 Logistic Regression Classifier
c) K Nearest Neighbour Classifier
KNN classifier comes under lazy learning process in which training and testing can be realized on same
data or as per the programmer’s choice shown in fig 3. In the process, the data of interest is retrieved and analysed
depending upon the majority value of class label assigned as per k, where k is an integer. The value of k is based on
distance calculation process. The choice of k depends on data. Larger value of k minimizes the noise on
classification. Similarly, Parameter selection is also a prominent technique to improve the accuracy in classification.
Weighted KNN classifier: A mechanism in which a suitable weight can be assigned to the neighbour’s value so that
its contribution has great impact to neighbours than distant ones. In the weighted KNN approach the weight has a
significant value in evaluating the nearest optimistic value. Generally, the weight is based on reciprocal of distance
approach. The weight value of attribute is multiplied with distance to obtain the required value.

Fig 3 KNN Classifier
Pseudo code for KNN
• Take the input data
• Consider initial value of k
• Divide the train and test data
• For achieving required target iteration for all training data points
• Find the distance between test data and each row of training data. (Euclidean Distance is the best Choice
approach)
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• Arrange the calculated distance in ascending order based on distance values.
• Consider the Top k value from sorted value.
• Find the Majority class label
• Obtain the target class.
d) Naïve Bayes Classifier
Naive Bayes classifier is one of the probabilistic classifiers with strong independent assumption between
features. Naive Bayes is based on bayes Theorem where Naïve Bayes classifier uses Bayesian network model p
using the maximum a posteriori decision rule in Bayesian Setting. The feature which are classified in naive Bayes
are always independent to each other. If y is class variable and x is dependent feature vector then.
Bayesian probability says =

V.
PROPOSED MODEL
The knowledge prediction tool called ‘Java Classification tool’ is developed as software in Eclipse IDE
Release2 (4.4.2) with an inbuilt machine learning algorithms and feature selection algorithm. The tool is designed to
be generic to accept any datasets that needs to perform classification analysis. This experiment was conducted on a
machine operating system windows 10 Home 64 bit Build 18737, the processor was an Intel® Core (TM) i3 10th
Generation CPU @ 3,62GHz. The memory of Machine was 6GB RAM. The graphics card was NAVIDIA 6GB.
a) Result Analysis
The Input data consists of missing values. So, it is required to prepossess the data such that the missing
values have been replaced with the most occurrence value of the corresponding column. Then the processed data is
applied in Java Classification tool for analysis. The prepossessed data is converted in to suitable form for
classification using different classifier approach. With the classify tab of Java Classification tool different classifier
approaches are verified. After careful analysis results of proposed classifiers are compared. Logistic Regression and
Naive Bayes algorithm classifies 32 instances in to 25 correctly classified instances and 7 incorrectly classified
instances. Likewise, 24 correctly classified instances and 8 incorrectly classified instances are obtained from 32
instances using KNN with 5 nearest neighbours. As per our analysis the SVM classifier is mostly preferred among
various classifiers. This is due to its highest classification accuracy which is obtained from its 26 correctly classified
instances and 6 incorrectly classified instances from 32 instances. The work process flow of various classification in
java tool as shown in fig 4.

Fig. 4. Work process flow of various classifiers in Java tool
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The results of different classifications of lung cancer data used in the Java classification tool are showed in
the following table. In general, accuracy, remembering, precision and F-measuring are the main parameters of the
classification process in the confusion matrix. Precision of classification is the calculation of the number of accurate
predictions from total predictions. These parameters are calculated by a certain result. Which are 'TP' (True Positive)
and 'TN' (True Negative) is not correctly predicted for any event values. Likewise, for the inaccurate prediction of
no event value, 'FP' is wrongly predicted event value and 'FN' (False negative)

Table II. Classifiers output in Java Classification tool
Algorithm

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

ROC Area

Correctly
classified

Incorrectly
classified

KNN
Naive Bayes
SVM
Logistic
Regression

0.74
0.784
0.824
0.778

0.74
0.79
0.824
0.791

0.71
0.78
0.824
0.776

0.70
0.78
0.759
0.718

76%
79.125%
82.25%
79.12%

24%
20.87%
17.75%
20.87%

Fig.5. specifies the accuracy analysis of the Machine Learning techniques with Four Machine Learning algorithms
as the motivation of the work is to identify the best features that increase the accurate prediction of Lung cancer
Dataset. Among the Four experimental algorithms, SVM improves the accuracy of other in Lung cancer dataset
prediction with 82%.

Accuracy%

Accuracy
83%
82%
81%
80%
79%
78%
77%
76%
75%
74%
73%
72%

Accuracy

Classifier Algorithm

Fig 5. Accuracy Analysis of Machine Learning algorithms
Fig.6. depicts the precision value analysis of experimental algorithms for Lung cancer dataset. SVM algorithm has
the highest precision value than other algorithms.
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Precision
0.84

Precision in Numeric

0.82

0.8
0.78
0.76
0.74
0.72

Precision

0.7
0.68

Classifier Algorithm

Fig.6. Precision Measure.
Recall is a measure that results how many relevant Lung cancer are selected. Recall measure analysis shown in
Fig.7. Proves that the algorithm SVM outperforms than the other algorithms

Recall in Numeric

Recall
0.84
0.82
0.8
0.78
0.76
0.74
0.72
0.7
0.68

Recall

Classifier Algorithm

Fig 7. Recall Analysis.
F-Measure analysis of proposed algorithms is shown in Fig.8. Like other results, the F-Measure value of SVM is
high. The results denote that the algorithm outperforms the experimental algorithms in terms of quality and quantity.
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F-Measure in Numeric

F-Measure
0.84
0.82
0.8
0.78
0.76
0.74
0.72
0.7
0.68
0.66
0.64

F-Measure

Classifier algorithm

Fig 8. F-Measure Analysis

VI.
CONCLUSION
The detection and classification of lung cancer can greatly increase the early stage detection of lung cancer and
improves patient survival. The designing and analysing four Machine Learning algorithms for the lung cancer
classification of without computing texture features and the morphology. In this paper we have shown that with
SVM classifier the accuracy is found to be 82.25% on lung cancer data. So, in the analysis it can be predicted that
with suitable feature selection method and integrated approach with other supervised learning process and modified
functional approach in SVM, accuracy will be further improved.
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